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Introduction

Our group intends to develop two game ideas, as listed below:

Abscond, a First-Person Virtual Reality Parkour Game where players have to reach an
extraction point without getting caught or shot by the police that roam the rooftops to cut
you off as you make your great escape. This idea was inspired by games such as
Ghostrunner, Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, and Stride VR, all of which express the idea of
movement as a core mechanic used to make progress.

Abscond is catered toward parkour game enthusiasts, with an emphasis on freedom of
movement, exploration wise. We are aiming to create a multi-path world for each level
for the player to explore and experiment. Similar to Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, we have
multiple paths for the player to take and discover as they go through the level.
Throughout the level, the player will face enemies that will shoot them as they try to
escape from their potential hunters, similar to Ghostrunner.

The next idea is Frontier, a third person musou game with dynamic difficulty as a unique
selling point, in which the game’s difficulty dynamically increases during playtime,
contained within the level. That aside, your goal is to clear and take over all the rooms
in the level, under the premise of driving enemy knights out of sacred ruins. This idea
takes reference from games such as Fate/EXTELLA Link and Dynasty Warriors 3.
It is aimed at Musou Game Enthusiasts, aiming to create a suited experience for them
with the dynamic difficulty that changes based on their performance during the level.



Audience

Parkour Game Enthusiasts
- Demographic

- Average Age Range:
18-25, usually due to people of this age seeking thrills or more
adventurous hobbies before settling down into careers or families.

- Average Gender:
Male, due to this involving lots of mastery and spatial perception, both of
which are traits males are usually better at.

- Bartle Player Type:
- On the 2D Axis, they can be classified under the Explorer player type due

to their tendency to pay close attention to their surroundings and explore
them, in their first playthrough. However, this audience also displays
secondary traits from the Killer and Achiever player types during
subsequent playthroughs, with the goals of improving their skills for their
own pleasure, or speedrunning the game.[1][2]

- On the 3D Axis, on the other hand, they are classified under the
Opportunist player type, the implicit sub-class of the Achiever due to their
tendency to look around whatever area they are given[3], searching for
something to do, but do not know what that something is until they find it.
They also consistently display traits of player types on both extremes of
the Explorer type on the 3D Axis, the explicit Scientist and implicit Hacker,
of which the Scientist methodically tests ideas and game rules to learn
about the game[1], whereas the Hackers have an innate understanding
about the game and have no need to test them.

- Likes / Reasons for Playing
- Game Difficulty

- Part of the appeal of the parkour game genre to most of the
audience is that it involves giving the player many tools and the
ability to traverse difficult or unnatural terrain. This means that for it
to be well enjoyed, it needs not just different types of traversal
methods, but also many opportunities for the player to use them.
The best and most preferred way to do this for many players is to
set these opportunities as challenges, which require the tools given
to the player to be well used and mastered to overcome them.[3][4][5]

- Repetition
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- Adding onto the previous point, this audience also enjoys having a
large number of opportunities to practise the skills given, and being
constantly challenged, even if it's in the same way consecutively.[5][6]

- Dislikes
- Heavy focus on narrative

- The reason why a heavy focus on narrative specifically is a
negative point for this audience is that many of them play the
games for the gameplay. A heavy focus on the narrative may entail
cutscenes, which take time and control away from time that could
have been spent having fun in the core gameplay. Additionally, a
heavy focus on narrative could restrict their freedom in some cases,
especially the larger open maps where some locations may not be
accessible until certain plot events. However, a rough premise or
setting still helps, as ultimately a lot of their enjoyment comes from
the freedom they feel when immersed. A rough setting or premise
is enough for most players in this audience to immerse themself in
the role of their protagonist.[1][3][7]

- Set paths / Linear Level Design
- Linear level design often entails set paths and refers to the story

structure of a set path that must be followed to progress, with no
other branching paths or options available to the player. While this
may work for more story focused games, as mentioned before,
narrative is not a good selling point for this audience and hence, it
does not work here. Additionally, as mentioned before, parkour
game enthusiasts desire more freedom to use their movement
skills, and hence, a linear level design may restrict or reduce
opportunities immediately accessible to the player to use those
skills.

- Other patterns observed
- Camera perspective can greatly change the experience for many

members of this audience, and change what they see as a baseline
standard; First person perspectives tend to focus more on the
speed and freedom of movement in the environment[3], while third
person perspectives tend to focus on the style and animations of
the player’s movements. These are inversely linked, as when in first
person perspective, the player’s sense of spatial perception is what
is primarily used. On the other hand, in third person perspective,
the player character’s movements and animations are put on full
display for the player to see, and hence they are more aware of it,
affecting how smooth and stylish the actions feel.
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- Musou Game Enthusiasts
- Demographic

- Average Age Range:
19-28, as most of these people are loyal audiences who have
played games from this genre during their childhood when musou
games were largely popular.

- Average Gender:
Male, due to this involving lots of destruction and a sense of
competition.

- Bartle Player Type:
- On the 2D Axis, they can be classified under the Achiever and Killer

Player Types, of which they take traits of constantly raising their
power levels and abilities, and causing as much mayhem as
possible with those abilities, from the Achiever and Killer player
types respectively. [22]

- On the 3D Axis, on the other hand, they can be classified under the
Achiever’s two sub-classes, the Planner and the Opportunist player
types, of which they are the explicit extreme and the implicit
extreme end of the Achiever player type. As mentioned earlier, the
Opportunists have the tendency to to look around areas to find
things to do, and Musou games are based on the idea that the
enemies always outnumber the player, and hence, this player type
thrives in this type of game.[22] As for the Planner, they set goals
and plan out paths or moves to achieve them. This is also
complementary to this type of game, as combat is usually restricted
within an area. Hence, the Planner player types can easily chart out
a path or route they plan to take in order to progressively drive out
enemies and achieve the goal of area domination.[27]

- Likes / Reasons for Playing:
- Good Narrative

- Due to the nature of the gameplay involving knocking around
and beating up enemies with ease, it is all the more
important to players that this repeated action is given a
reason to support why it is being repeated, even if it is fun.[24]

- Enemies that pose a threat
- Part of the fun of musou games is tearing through crowds of

enemies, but some resistance and difficulty is still needed to
ensure that players do not tire of the gameplay too quickly.
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[24] Players from this audience enjoy having challenging
crowds of enemies that present challenges and serve as an
uncontrollable variable, be it through their AI or enemy
variety, that forces them to keep moving and adapting their
attacks while maintaining the same level of destruction to the
enemy ranks. [22]

- Responsive Controls and Feedback
- This genre of games usually involves chaining together

different moves to create larger moves with a larger attack
range, does more damage, or has a shorter animation. In
order to even create that chaining, the controls have to be
responsive and react well to the player’s inputs, as well as
provide well designed feedback to indicate that these moves
are chaining and such, and in turn these inputs should also
return equally rewarding results in gameplay.[23]

- Dislikes:
- Gameplay interruptions

- This audience heavily dislikes gameplay interruptions that
pause or interrupt gameplay to deliver a message or hint.
This can come in the form of cutscenes, NPC dialogue that
pauses the game, or other forms of interruptions that disable
the player’s control. There are some exceptions to this, such
as quick time events, but only when they are initiated by
specific conditions that the player can replicate. For
example, in games like Fate/EXTELLA Link, you can enter a
quick time button mashing event by dashing and colliding
with an enemy who is also doing the same.

- To many players from this audience, interruptions such as
this are acceptable and even add intensity, as they are
initiated and continue to remain under conditions that the
player can control or affect directly. However, quick time
events such as those in cutscenes or those that come out of
nowhere, are often a turn off for many players of this
demographic. Many players of this audience have tied this
bad point to story intensive games, but when traced back,
this is the main problem brought up by this audience.
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Reference Games

- Abscond’s Reference Games
- Ghostrunner
- Mirror’s Edge Catalyst
- Stride VR

[11]

Promotional Image of Ghostrunner from Steam

[12]

Promotional Image of Mirror’s Edge Catalyst from Steam
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[13]

Banner Image of Stride from Steam

- Frontier’s Reference Games
- Fate/EXTELLA Link
- Dynasty Warriors 3

[28]

Promotional Image of Fate/EXTELLA Link from Steam
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Cover Image of Dynasty Warriors 3 from Wikipedia[29]
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Patterns of Reference Games

- Ghostrunner, Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, Stride VR (Abscond)
- Common Patterns:

- Equipment/Loadout Customisation
(Seen in Ghostrunner, Mirror’s Edge Catalyst)

Example from Ghostrunner [14]

- Movement Gadgets, such as grappling hooks
(Found in Ghostrunner, Stride VR, and Mirror’s Edge Catalyst)

Example from Mirror’s Edge Catalyst [18]
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- Special Movement, such as wallrunning
(Found in Ghostrunner, and Mirror’s Edge Catalyst)

Example of wallrunning from Ghostrunner [15]

- Runner/Highlight Vision
(Seen in Ghostrunner, Mirror’s Edge Catalyst)

Example from Mirror’s Edge Catalyst [19]

- Collectibles
(Found in Ghostrunner, Mirror’s Edge Catalyst)
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Example from Ghostrunner [16]

- Research found regarding these common patterns
Most of these features often come together and are linked together,
having become almost a staple of sorts for this genre of games.
Some examples can be represented in the following table:

Customisation Collectibles
Special

Movement Gadgets Runner
Vision

Collectibles
Collectibles can

unlock new
customisation for
players to use.

Special
Movement can be
used to get to new

Collectibles.

Gadgets can be used
to get to new
Collectibles.

Can be used
to highlight or

detect
Collectibles for

players.

Special
Movement

Collectibles can
unlock new types

of Special
Movement, such

as collecting a pair
of hover boots and

such.

Customisation
can be used to

unlock new types
of Special

Movement, or
apply them to
other areas.

Gadgets and Special
Movements can be
used in tandem to

create challenges for
the player.

Runner Vision
an be used to
highlight areas
where special
movement can

be used.

Gadgets

Collectibles can
lead to the

unlocking of new
gadgets available
for the player to

use

Special
Movement can be

granted to the
player via the use

of Gadgets.

Customisation can
unlock various types
of gadgets or even

limit how many
different gadgets you

have at once.

Runner’s
Vision can

highlight areas
where certain
gadgets can

be used.

Runner Vision

Collectibles can
improve or add to
your runner vision,

Runner’s Vision
can be activated
during Special

Gadgets can add to
Runner’s Vision,

allowing the player to

Customisation
can be used to
limit or expand

https://uggpascherfo.com/news/ghostrunner-all-artifacts-guide-part-1/


as new abilities
can come from
runner’s vision

Movements, as
button prompts for
actions that can

be done.

interact with
highlighted objects

within runner’s vision
possibly.

on what can
be detected

using
Runner’s

vision

With this many configurations and connections between each of these patterns, it
can often be used to create intricate game systems that provide an expansive
amount of gameplay opportunities to be explored, making it not just a viable
option in the production pipeline, but also from a design perspective. Especially
so for AAA game studios that are working on new installments on previous
games with these patterns, as they can just add new customisation options,
providing enough new features that it is recognisable as its own game[8], without
losing too much familiarity for recurring players. However, they have to be
evaluated if they align with the game’s design pillars and if they are not, they
should be changed or removed, as ultimately they are simply tools to enhance
and add more to the gameplay.

For example, within Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, the Collectible system is simply a
checklist of things to collect, without much benefit. This would be fine, but their
placement and the sheer quantity of them defy the design pillar of fast paced
intense movement and action by making the player stop and lose their
momentum just to pick up another collectible. What makes it worse, is that
Mirror’s Edge Catalyst is an open world game, resulting in these objects being
placed anywhere and everywhere[3][8], especially in short proximity to each other,
which means that players are unable to fully utilize the momentum system and hit
top speed if they stop to pickup different collectibles[7].
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Map of collectibles in one area in Mirror’s Edge Catalyst [17]

Collectibles in Mirror’s Edge Catalyst are mostly there for the sake of homages or
callbacks to previous games, but do not affect gameplay positively, and hence, in
its case, it could be completely removed to optimise the gameplay, to build the
game solely around the design pillars of Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, to maintain its
fast-paced and intense gameplay that is claimed to be a large focus. Based on
this, it can be shown that not all of these common patterns should be blindly
followed and added to every game.[8]

- Standalone Patterns:
- One-Hit-One-Kill Combat [Ghostrunner]
- Multi-Path Level Design [Ghostrunner]
- Time Control [Ghostrunner]
- Dashing [Ghostrunner]
- Open World Level Design [Mirror’s Edge Catalyst]
- Fetch Quests [Mirror’s Edge Catalyst]
- Motion-based controls [Stride VR]
- Linear Level Design[Stride VR]

- Research found regarding these standalone patterns

http://www.gamespresso.com/2016/06/mirrors-edge-catalyst-review/
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Firstly, the type of Level Design in these games can often affect the
scale and amount of content for the players, along with how the
player interacts with the environment and progresses. For example,
Linear Level Designs may heavily restrict the player due to a lack of
choice or freedom for the player, but it also means that the players
will progress faster due to there being only one way forward, and
they may intuitively be able to learn and master game mechanics
faster or more easily, as their opportunities to apply the mechanics
are in controlled, sequential environments. However, despite this,
as mentioned earlier in discussion of the audience’s preferences,
this may lead to misunderstandings that the game has very little
opportunities to test and apply different mechanics, because each
and every challenge is locked behind another in a sequence.
Hence, when using linear level design, it is important to bear in
mind the intervals and order in which different challenges are set,
along with the difficulty progression and learning curve for the
player, with Stride VR being a very good example of it being done
right.[9][10]

If a developer is unable to take these into consideration and
integrate them into their game smoothly, a viable alternative would
be to use Multi-Path Level Design instead. Multi-Path Level Design
varies from Linear Design by providing multiple paths for the player
to choose, but all of which lead back to the same point. While this
may increase the immediate options available to the player, the
player will still have to balance the difficulty range across all paths.
However, this is much easier to control as the player still gets to
decide and control the sequence of challenges, allowing them to
seemingly give the illusion of freedom and choice, much like in
Ghostrunner[6].

Lastly is Open World Level Design, which is, as inferred from the
name, a level design style meant to simulate an open world. This
requires the most amount of planning to pull off, as lots of variety is
needed, and it needs to be evenly spread, or you risk players
assuming that there is a lack of content or variety of content, when
the truth is that there is lots of variety and content, but rather they
are poorly planned and placed, with them being either too close or
too spread out, with nothing in between. Additionally, in an open
world level, it is hard to motivate the player to move toward a
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certain location to progress a main story, as there may be other
things that are more interesting to them.[7][8]

Example of Level Design in Open World [19]

Next, time control and dashing are often observed under a larger
pattern, that being the manipulation of spatial dimensions and
interactions with it. Dashing allows the player to essentially bypass
the physics of the game to move to a particular location quickly.
Alternatively, time slow, in the case of Ghostrunner, is another side
of the same coin, instead manipulating the rate at which the
environment around the player moves in comparison to the player.
Together, these serve to constantly keep the gameplay feeling
fresh, as the player will constantly experience changes in the
spatial dimension of the game, eventually learning to bend it to their
will[4]. These can be used to speed up and slow down the pace of
the game, resulting in an experience and perception of freedom
and enjoyment when done right[1], especially when combined with
the game’s multi path level design. This is the opposite of fetch
quests and collectibles in Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, where the game
makes the player adapt to their environment and work around it,
learning to make do with a limited move set while being chained to
an overarching objective of reaching a certain point. Simply put,
Ghostrunner puts a greater emphasis on its fast moment to
moment gameplay[2], empowering the player to make the situation
turn in their favor, especially with its one hit one kill combat[6], while
Mirror’s Edge Catalyst constantly keeps the player moving with an
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overarching goal or target, putting emphasis on the world and
environment around them by making them work around and adapt
to the map to fulfil that[3]. A good balance between the two styles is
Stride VR, which constantly pushes the player forward toward a
singular goal with its linear level design, but gives the player the
option of combat through guns to empower the player as they adapt
to the map to advance forward[9][10], allowing them intense moments
where they are face to face with an enemy, while also providing the
means to break out of that moment’s stalemate through combat
with an enemy. This results in a cycle of movement and tension,
capturing the intensity of a freerunning experience like intended.

- Fate/EXTELLA Link, Dynasty Warriors 3 [Frontier]
- Common Patterns between both games

- Combo System

Example of Combo System [31]

- Area Domination and Defence
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Examples from Fate/Extella Link [31]



Example of Area Domination/Defence Mechanic in Dynasty
Warriors 3

- Due to the large amount of mechanics at play in this genre, they
have been separated and classified into the two patterns stated
above, this analysis will discuss how each of these patterns have
shaped this game genre and changed over its lifetime.

First of all, the combo system. It refers to the slew of mechanics
that involve a large number or variations of moves, and their use in
tandem to generate larger effects or damage, or sometimes,
provide entirely new effects.[26] This can even come in the form of
finishing moves, or signature moves unique to the character the
player is using. It is often used as a way to add variation to
gameplay, and allows the players to be invested in the game
through the challenge of mastering the skill of fully utilising the
combo system to its best potential.[23]

It started out in Dynasty Warriors 3 with much more linear
combinations, executed by pressing the button for light attack a set
amount of times before pressing the button for a heavy attack. The
number of times the light button was pressed would determine the
effect or variation of heavy attack executed. The player was also
given an additional button to add an aerial element to the attack,
throwing enemies up in the air. All this would cumulatively build up
a “Musou Gauge”, which when full, could be used to execute a
finishing move which involved a short animation with a large range.

https://www.reddit.com/r/dynastywarriors/comments/deme4v/dynasty_warriors_3_review_ps2/
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In the past when this genre was not fully developed and still
undersaturated, this was a huge step forward.[26]

Example of Musou Gauge System and Combo System in Combo Count [30]

However, compared to the combo systems now, they are vastly
different. In Fate/EXTELLA Link, which is the more recent of the
two games, this was greatly expanded upon with the addition of
character skills, which were essentially a mix of an heavy and light
attack with unique properties. It also added a lot more chains and
links from aerial moves, which allowed the player to continue, and
even encourage aerial moves as you would be largely untouchable
midair. And finally, the Musou Gauge feature was changed in this
game to suit its narrative and world building, being dubbed as a
“Noble Phantasm”, what was essentially a finishing move on a
larger scale, that could affect not just the enemies around you, but
also enemies in the surrounding area.[23]
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Example of Noble Phantasm Finishing Move [31]

It also added unique effects based on a character’s personality or
role, such as being a team buffer to allow ally AI’s to help the player
clear the field better, or increasing all of the player’s stats
exponentially to allow them to sweep all enemies off the field easily
in a set amount of time.

These changes are reflective of a newer market, where players
have much more well defined playstyles and different approaches
to combat, whereas in the past, this genre was mainly filled with
players who simply enjoyed the aspect of killing and defeating large
swathes of enemies. This was briefly explored with the large roster
of characters in Dynasty Warriors 3, but due to the clunky nature of
the AI, slower paced combat did not feel as fulfilling and dynamic.
However, in Fate/EXTELLA Link, this was revised to suit newer
audiences, starting the game with a smaller and more focused
roster, before allowing the player to unlock more characters
overtime, which helps the player explore their preferred playstyle,
giving them opportunities to find a character that suits them through
gameplay.[24][25] Atop of that, both games also have customisation
options that allow the player to make minor improvements to their
characters, to improve their stats in Dynasty Warriors 3, and to
improve and enhance certain character skills in Fate/EXTELLA
Link.[21][24]

Secondly, the Area Domination and Defence system. This pattern
refers to mechanics that involve and encourage the invasion and
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conquering of certain areas on the map. For example, in both
games, your overarching objective is to drive enemies out of the
map entirely by defeating all enemies on the map, or in the case of
Fate/EXTELLA Link, defeating all enemies in a room, to claim it as
yours.[25] However, the enemy also similarly has the same goal.
This creates several dynamics for the player.

Example of Map Planning and Objective[31]

First, a dynamic environment, with the immediate objective
changing constantly as both sides push back and forth, which
constantly requires the player to be acting on smaller objectives
such as clearing crowds of enemies before they split up to different
areas.

Second, the player must now plan and be aware of their position.
[27] The player and AI are only able to move to areas or rooms
adjacent to their current location, and this means that if the player
conquers too many rooms all over the map in a haphazard fashion,
it will be hard to defend as there are many points enemies can
enter from and the player may not be able to get to each of those
sections in time to defeat the invading enemies.

Third, this also encourages the player to consider which areas of
the map they should roam or stay in, as enemy activity might be
stronger there or more enemies are bunched up together. As a
whole, these help provide a dynamic and intense back and forth for
the player, requiring them to get better at the game to overturn this
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stalemate between the player and AI. [21][22]

This has been a mainstay for most of this genre’s lifetime, but some
changes made to it in Fate/EXTELLA Link would be the introduction
of a starting room, which adds another dynamic to the game, as the
starting room is where your commander resides. If this room is
invaded, your commander risks being killed. This means that,
unlike in Dynasty Warriors 3, you are unable to roam wherever you
want much more freely, and the defence side receives much more
attention, as you have a solid objective to defend while
simultaneously attacking.

However, the player does not have to tackle this alone. The player
also has various allies, much like the enemy. A common pattern in
the Musou Game genre is ally and enemy variety. This can come in
variety of common enemies like mooks with different stats or
abilities, or some may lock off areas until defeated. It can also be
displayed in your allies and special enemies, who are commonly
playable characters. As a result, many of these games often have
large rosters of playable characters which appear not just as
characters the player controls, but also as allies who appear to help
you, or enemies you fight. Which allies appear is usually based on
the current storyline or route you are following. However the fact
that they are AI’s can often create another dynamic between the
player and the AIs, where the player may go to certain locations to
help ally mooks fend off or defeat key important enemies, or go to
certain locations to help takeover an area as another key ally
character is there fighting as well.[22]

As a whole, this genre does not have many standalone patterns,
and the few that it does can be written off or broken down to what is
essentially a variation of the usual common patterns.Despite this,
this constant familiarity is what keeps players coming back to the
genre often, with new content such as new characters and stories
being a selling point for new games. However, the other side of the
coin to this is that, because there are so many of these mechanics
and systems at play, it is hard for new players to get into this genre
as they do not share the same experience and familiarity as the
older fans, which may throw them off as there are too many new
things and not enough familiarity for newer players to the genre.

https://steamcommunity.com/id/NrhildijaKogshu/recommended/622220/
https://steamcommunity.com/id/TheCatzZ/recommended/622220/
https://steamcommunity.com/id/TheCatzZ/recommended/622220/


Patterns and Elements we want to Implement

Abscond
- Multi-Path Level Design
- Special Movement
- One-Hit One-Kill Combat

Frontier
- Combo System
- Area Domination / Defence

Premise / Setting / Plot

- Abscond (Once upon a time)
- Abscond takes place far in the future in a cyberpunk city, where

advancements have been made for the preservation of humanity.
- The Player has stolen something of high value in a futuristic cyberpunk

world and now is being pursued across rooftops.

- Their goal is to lose their pursuers by running down rooftops
decreasing in height, then climb back up towards the extraction
zone at the top of the high life zone.

- The Player will have the freedom to run where they want and kill who they
want along the way to escape.

- The Player gets to the extraction point through whatever choices they
made.

- Frontier
- The Player takes the role of a mercenary who has been hired to

exterminate the knights of an evil cult pillaging the sacred ruins of an
ancient temple.

Design Pillars



With all of this research and information in mind, we have derived two key design pillars
we wish to design our games around, and they are as follows.

- Abscond’s Design Pillars
1. We want to create levels for players to fully utilize the movement

system.
- A good movement system is essentially useless if it can't be tested

to its very limits. Empty levels where there are few opportunities to
use the movement system do not do a good job of showing off and
painting movement systems in the best light, and hence, as the
player is in first person, we want to make the moment to moment
gameplay to be as exciting or fast as the player wants it to be,
rather than have it be limited by the level design.

Level Design Concept drawn by Chimera Artists [20]

2. We want movement to be smooth and flow naturally for the player.
- To give the player a sense of style and feel as if they are

experiencing the real deal, we want to remove the sense of
awkwardness they may feel, and give them the confidence to try
and experiment as much as they can with the movement system.
However, in reality, many of these techniques or the duration for
which they are done require lots of training, and hence, many of
these controls will be as simplified as possible, being tied to a
simple action that most players can do, as an abstraction of parkour
and freerunning.



- Frontier’s Design Pillars
1. The difficulty should always be in the same range as the player’s

skill level.
- A common frustration most players have in not just this game but

also others, is that levels are too easy, or hard, due to difficulty
spikes. This is all the more important in this game genre, as due to
the nature of its area domination and defence patterns, a single
level alone can take a long time, up to 15 minutes or 30 even. With
long periods of stagnant difficulty like that, we feel that players will
quickly lose interest or enjoyment from the game, and hence, we
want to implement features and balancing that ensures the player
will always have enemies in their skill range to fight, sometimes
higher or lower, but never the same throughout the game.

2. We want the player to plan the routes they will take, but also provide
enough impromptu events that require the player to revise their
plans during playtime.

- Players of this genre can enjoy repetitive gameplay, but occasional
impromptu events can add to their enjoyment often, and provide a
unique dynamic between the game and player. Hence, we would
implement features or events that follow this design pillar.

Conclusion

- Our team chose to do Abscond over Frontier, for the following reasons:
1. Balancing.

We foresee that balancing will be an extremely hard task to do for the
second game, as there are multiple values and difficulty changes in
Frontier during playtime, and we think that it may not be feasible to
balance it well enough that it provides the feeling and enjoyment we want
in the limited time-span we have. Compared to Abscond, which only really
needs to have its player’s movement values and the building layouts
tested, we feel that Abscond is much more feasible and scales up well for
production.



2. Frontier’s market is extremely niche.
As it stands, the market for Musou Games is extremely niche due to the
aforementioned issue of a lack of familiarity that prevents new players
from trying it. We feel that we could simplify the game and dumb it down,
but it would be extremely uncertain territory that probably overlaps more
into the fighting game genre, which would simply make it lose its appeal
as a Musou Game], and hence we decided that it needs too much
planning and time to be feasible within our development timeframe.

3. Abscond’s gameplay is more dynamic and beginner friendly
We want to create a game that is easier to learn and play, but hard to
master, while also simultaneously keeping player investment up. And to
achieve this, we feel that Abscond’s movement based gameplay would be
much more suited and familiar to players since it is in VR, as it holds many
elements and similar logic to real life, compared to Musou Games which
are essentially a power fantasy.
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